WCI Insight
Helping you identify risks, interpret market developments and anticipate price movements
The ICIS WCI Insight is a blend of behavior-driven analysis, carbon price forecasts
and exclusive news for the WCI (Western Climate Initiative) schemes, all compiled and
delivered by our trusted team of analysts and journalists. Whether you are new to the
carbon markets and just need the basics, or you are a seasoned operator looking for a
robust expert opinion, we will help you gain a market advantage.

Expert carbon analysis giving you deeper insight
Our analysts know what works in these markets – they
appreciate you want concise, executable information and
opinions, not lengthy reports. They also understand that
simply providing the facts only takes you so far.

reacted the way it did and how it will react in the future.
Furthermore, all our analysis is underpinned by our robust,
trusted analytical approach – the Timing Impact Model.

Consequently, our analysts dig much deeper to provide
insight on policy/regulatory risks, why the market

The WCI Insight solution gives you:
n C
 oncise, executable and accurate

n N
 ews articles sourced by our

analyst updates.

in-house journalists.

n M
 onthly market

n D
 etailed coverage of

briefings to explain the
previous month’s market
activity and any changes
in market participant
behavior.

potential new members
of the WCI in news and
analysis.

n F
 lexible pricing tools

allowing you to analyze
how prices of different
contracts and their trading
volume have evolved.

n T
 ransparent, behavior-

driven medium term
price forecasts and an
explanation of the potential
changes, impact and risks to
the forecast.

n E
 mail, phone and instant

message support from our team
of analysts to discuss details and
understand the impact of policy/
regulatory developments.

n R
 esearch reports providing

an in-depth look into key issues
affecting the WCI.

For more information, please contact:
Justin Banrey Head of Sales – Analytics
Email: justin.banrey@icis.com
Tel: +44 207 911 1939 | Mobile: +44 7824 865697
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